TANNER SYSTEMS, INC.
80/90 SERIES DE-ICERS
Getting the proper anti-freeze to the proper place at the proper time is fundamental to
preventing downtime and increasing productivity with compressed air lines. To help meet
this basic industrial need, we offer the Tanner Systems compact 80/90 series De-icers:
Models T-83, T-85, T-87, T-89 or T-90. These are pneumatic components designed to
introduce our special deicant* fluids, TANNERGAS®, FREEZE-BAN or NO-TOX2®, into the
compressed air flow. The fluid then bonds to the moisture in the air stream, prevents it
from freezing and allows it to exhaust through the pneumatic tools.
Air motors, cylinders and control valves are typical production components that are often
de-iced with an in-line TANNER® De-icer. The design concept and the underlying principle
of operation are simple and apply to all 80 or 90 series De-icers. There are no moving parts
in the TANNER® De-icer design -- as a result, there are few operational problems or repairs
required. Figure #1 is a cut away drawing of a T-90 TANNER® De-icer with the various parts
called out.
Assuming 100 psig line pressure and no flow, there will be equal pressure throughout the
De-icer (see figure #2). For proper operation there must be line pressure in the Bowl, R-3.
This is supplied through the Check Valve, R-47. This Valve is a simple, spring-loaded,
normally open, 2-way Valve. When the Fill Plug, R-20, is in place the underside surface of
the Fill Plug pushes and holds the Check Valve open, which allows line pressure into the Bowl.
There will be a brief and initial flow of air into the Bowl as the Bowl comes up to line pressure.
The only flow into the Bowl thereafter is minimal – only enough to compensate for usage of
TANNER® deicant* fluids. The pressure in the Bowl will, thereafter, remain at line pressure.
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Tanner De-icers can be filled without having to shut off the air supply. When filling the
T-90 or T-83 De-icer the Fill Plug, R-20, is removed (see detail drawing #2); two things
happen in sequence:
1. The Check Valve, R-47, closes so that line pressure is blocked at the Check Valve.
2. A small vent hole in the Fill Plug is opened to atmosphere and Bowl pressure is
vented. This eliminates the danger of removing the Fill Plug while it is still under
Bowl pressure.
Once the Fill Plug, R-20, is removed the Bowl can be filled with TANNERGAS®, FREEZE-BAN
or NO-TOX2® through the opening which is centrally located on top of the De-icer. Once filled,
replacing the Fill Plug reverses the above sequence and the unit is ready for operation.
NOTE: The larger, 2-gallon and 5-gallon Bowls, Models T-85, T-87 and T-89 De-icers, can
be filled under pressure by the following procedures:
1. Bleed air from tank through R-36 Vent/Bleed Plug (R-20 on the T-85). Bleed air
slowly to prevent the Vent/Bleed Plug from disengaging under pressure.
2. Open 1” Gate Valve, R-65, slowly and fill.
3. Close 1” Gate Valve, R-65, and replace Vent/Bleed Plug tightly.

IMPORTANT: Please refer to our website for parts diagrams on all the de-icers.
It is important to note that Tanner De-icers are engineered to work
specifically with Tanner Systems de-icing products:
TANNERGAS®, FREEZE-BAN or NO-TOX2®,
referred to as “de-icant” or “anti-freeze” in this form.
Use of any other type of compound will void the warranty.

TANNER SYSTEMS, INC.
The De-Icer People since 1928
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